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Introduction

Abstract

Motivation:
• Spacecraft accumulate charge due to ion/electron
bombardment in the space-plasma environment.1
• One third of spacecraft anomalies are caused by
electrostatic discharge.2
• Highly disordered insulating materials can emit
photons under energetic electron bombardment.
• In space-based observatories, this can cause
harmful light contamination.
What we are looking at:
Three forms of electron-induced photon emission
have been observed.(see Fig. 2)3,4
• Glow: Cathodoluminescence (termed “glow”) is
a continuous light emission with intensity
proportional to electron energy and current
density.
Fig. (1) Top: Space–based observatories such as the
Webb Space Telescope are especially sensitive
• Flare: Longer-duration rise in photon intensity. James
to light contamination.. Bottom: Ions and electrons,
ejected from the sun as the solar wind, are the largest
Begins with arc, then intensity exponentially
environmental concern with spacecraft.
decays (decay constant of ~100 s.)
• Arc: Short (< 1ms.) flashes caused by rapid discharges of electrons inside a charged
sample.
Study investigates what conditions (incident energy, current, material size) affect the
• Onset
• Rates (flares, arcs)
• Intensity
• Saturation effects
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When highly disordered insulating materials are subjected to energetic electron bombardment they can emit
photons. This process is termed “cathodoluminescence.” This occurs in the space plasma environment and is an
important phenomenon to understand when designing any object to be put into space. Light emitted from spacecraft
materials can affect optical detection, and can cause stray-light contamination in space-based observatories. The
Materials Physics Group at Utah State University used an ultrahigh vacuum chamber equipped with electron guns
and a cryostat to control the sample temperature to simulate the space environment and to observe its effects on
sample materials. Previous studies have looked at the cathodoluminescent properties of a variety of materials, as
incident electron energy and current were modified. The purpose of this study was to observe the statistical variation
of a large sample set of a particular material (bisphenol/amine epoxy) subjected to the same environmental
conditions. This provides important information on the stochastic variability which can be expected when using a
particular material and the precision of ground-based laboratory experiments.

Results

a)
b)

Flare

Glow
Glow:
• For low electron power densities, glow intensity is
proportional to the electron power density. (see Fig. 5)
• For high electron power densities(~<80 μW/cm2 ), glow
intensity falls off due to saturation. Estimated saturation dose rate
y=alpha*x/(x+D)
alpha = 1.0e-012 ± 20%
is 420 μW/cm2 (±30% ). (see Fig. 5)
D_sat=420 ± 30%
• Statistical analysis of large (36 epoxy dots) sample population
reduces error by 6X.3
Slope = 1.98e-9 [W/nm-W-sr] ± 2%
Flares:
• Observed electron power density threshold below which
flares do not occur: (30 μW/cm2± 40% ) (See Fig. 6(a)).
Fig. (5) Glow intensity versus incident electron power density.
• Flares have an exponential decay constant (79.4 ± 0.6 s) similar to
Electron energy and current density were varied seperately.
decay times for initial charging and saturation effects for glow
Four curves are shown: (i) linear fitted average of unsaturated
intensity with 1s errors and range of values; (ii) fit to saturated
(see Fig. 6(b)).
intensity; (iii) linear fit to original single dot analysis; and (iv)
linear fit to original simultaneous analysis of all dots.
• Flares emit light over entire area of epoxy dots (see inset of Fig. 2).
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Analysis
• Xybion camera calibrated absolutely to
NIST-traceable emission source.
Minimum observable absolute spectral
radiance (light intensity) was
~6 x 10 -16 W/cm2-nm-sr (or about
1% of zodiacal stray light background)
at typical solar wind electron fluxes.
• Analyzed 36 separate epoxy dots
(~250 cm2 ± 10%) to minimize
measurement uncertainties statistically.
10 cm.
• Matlab program extracts pixel data
(4) Different regions (central carbon-loaded
from individual video frames from 36 Fig.
polyimide region, cumulative epoxy dots square annulus
user-defined spatial regions.
region, single glue dot region, and background region)
in original studies, as well as 36 individual
• Igor program calculated average and analyzed
epoxy dot regions analyzed in this study.
standard deviation of pixel values for
each region of pixel values for each region for successive frames. Removed
stray light contamination and converted to absolute spectral radiance.
• Spectral radiance versus time profiles analyzed to determine glow intensity, arc
rate and duration, flare rate and decay rate as incident electron energy and
current density were varied.

Conclusions
• Statistical analysis of larger sample set reduced uncertainties of glow intensity
and arc and flare rates.
• Higher rates of arcs and flares were observed, since statistical analysis of
numerous individual epoxy dots lowered the detection threshold, when
compared to previous analysis of a single epoxy dot or a cumulative average of
all epoxy dots.
• Analysis of individual epoxy dot profiles made saturation effects more
discernible.
• Arcs were identified as localized phenomena, in contrast to glow and flares
evident over full epoxy dot surfaces.
• For bisphenol/amine epoxy, the best estimates for these measured material
properties are:

Glow = (1.98± 0.04) 10-9 [W/cm2-nm-sr per μW/cm2 ]
Flare Rate = (0.070 ± 0.012[(Flares/-hr)/(μW/cm2)])*(e- power density)-(1.8 ± 0.8)[Flares/hr]
Saturation/Desaturation time constants =121 ± 1 [s]
Flare decay constant = 79.4 ± 0.6 [s]

c)
Fig. (2): Comparison of electron beam current
(blue) and visible emission intensity during
exposure. Timing of glow, arcs and flare as
well as electron beam adjustments identified.
Inset video frame progression of typical flare
extending over full sample area.

Fig.(3): Images of individual epoxy dots.
(a). Superimposed video frames of localized
arc and extended flare on same epoxy dot.
(b & c) Photos of two epoxy dots showing
asperities and voids and a possible arc
damage site (dark region).

Asperity

Measurements
Measurements simulate space environment:
• Pressure: High vacuum chamber reaches
10-10X atmospheric pressure (10-5 Pa).
• Temperature: Liquid nitrogen used to
reach ~100 K.
• Electron Flux: Electron guns used to
simulate electron energies and flux densities
seen in space.
Sensors:
• Photons: Xybion image-enhanced CCD
video camera monitored visible, and near-IR
light emissions.
• Electrons: Faraday cups and electrometer
monitored current flux density.
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Fig. 6. (a) Rate of flare versus incident electron power density. Two curves are
Arcs:
shown: (i) flare rates of separate runs with 1s errors; and (ii) weighted linear fit of
• Arcs are localized (see Fig. 3(a)).
flare rates used to get flare threshold. (b) Intensity versus time for a representative
• Analysis of individual epoxy dot data reduces estimates of single epoxy dot. Illustrates similarities in exponential response to flares and
changes in incident electron power density. Curves show exponential decay fits.
stray light contamination, lowers arc detection threshold.
• Estimated arc rate (see Fig. 7(a)) is ~2X that from simultaneous analysis of all the epoxy dots.
• No temporal correlation observed between arcs in neighboring epoxy dots.(see Fig. 7(b)).
• Multiple methods find arc rate is lower at higher electron power densities.
Arc Temporal Correlation
Arc Rate
b)
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Application and Future Work
• This type of analysis is critical when designing and building space-based
observatories due to their sensitivity to stray light contamination.4
• By measuring the spectra of light emitted from a material it is possible to
determine what the material is. This could be used to remotely monitor
spacecraft optically.5
• Better understanding of arc origins might result from ongoing analysis of
correlation between emission intensity and electrometer profiles.
• More accurate materials properties can be obtained by normalizing individual
epoxy dot results by area of each dot.
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Fig. (4) Experimental setup. Vacuum chamber and
electron gun simulate the space environment. Xybion
camera and ammeter monitor the photon emissions
and electron fluxes.
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Fig. 7 (a). Rates of arcs versus incident electron power density. Fit show an exponential
decay in intensity with increasing power density. (b) Plots of observed arcs for adjacent
epoxy dots separated by 50 ± 10 mm. No statistically significant correlation over a 1 s
time window was observed.
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